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Abstract 

Signal processing is one of the major subfields of electrical engineering. Its application 
in the medical field has revolutionized many medical, particularly in diagnosis, 
procedures. If equipped with biosensors, signal processing allows diseases to be 
diagnosed with non-invasive measures with more comfortable and less harm to patients. 
This article briefly depicts the applications and ongoing research topics of digital signal 
processing in healthcare fields. The trends of signal processing in healthcare 
applications are also discussed. 
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1. Traditional application of digital signal processing in healthcare 

The applications of digital signal process in healthcare focus on two categories, biomedical 
signal processing and image processing.  

Human body generates numerous biological signals, such as electrical activities of brain cells, 
electric potential arises from depolarization and repolarization of heart tissues, etc. To collect 
biological signals, medical workers and engineers put electrodes on the skin of patients to 
record electric signals. The captured electric signals were then processed by a well-developed 
series of basic signal processing steps.  

For instance, ECG signals are processed with well-developed sequence of steps. First of which 
is amplification, due to the low amplitude nature of the bio-electric signals. The amplified 
signals were then converted into digital signals, normally with sigma-delta type converter. 
Noise suppression is the next goal. Noise in ECG signals are categorized into several types, 
among which the low frequency noise and muscle noise are the toughest to eliminate. The 
attempt to filter such noises leads to distortion of the ECG signals and may subsequently cause 
erroneous analysis results. The signals are then compressed and transformed to pave the way 
for the convenience of latter steps. Because of the nature of ECG signals, we mostly analyze the 
P-QRS-T region which represents the electrical change in cardiac cycles. Thus, detection of the 
region followed by feature extraction is the last step before analysis. Features such as distance 
between points (P, Q, R), amplitudes of points, etc, are directly obtained from the ECG signals. 
These features are crucial in the upcoming analysis (i.e., classification of the ECG signal). [15] 

 With the visualization of the diagrams, researchers and medical workers are able to analyze 
and diagnose patients with conditions. The medical information that the diagrams hold 
requires specific skills and trainings to read. In the last one hundred years since the EEG and 
ECG for medical diagnosis were invented, visualization of the diagrams has been the major, if 
not the only, contribution that signal processing has to offer in the healthcare fields.  

Another application of signal processing in healthcare field is the image processing. In the real 
world, different methodologies, such as x-rays, magnetic and sound waves, have been employed 
to image the human body. [1]. When image processing takes place in the process using those 
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methodologies, the processes are often non-invasive, due to optimization and display of images 
captured do not require the human body invasion.  

2. Recent Advancements and ongoing research in application of signal 
processing 

Although there existed a few technological methods in capturing the human body bio-signals, 
revolutionary innovation was absent until most recently when the advanced signal processing 
technology, enhanced by the mathematical formulas and algorithms was introduced to the 
healthcare industry, came into use. As the result of this advancement, the detection of certain 
diseases, such as epileptic seizure, were made possible by EEG data which would otherwise be 
impossible without the extract and analyzing with the mathematically processed data.   With 
the advances in the related fields, more research on seizure prediction powered by algorithm 
and computation is booming with ongoing clinical trials demonstrating seizure prediction 
attainability. [4] 

As the advancement of signal-processing technology, real-time monitoring is becoming a focal 
concept.  Many thoughts if other simultaneous than biological signals, such as sound, can be 
caught and applied to the incidents and conditions, the real-time monitoring can be achieved. 
It means that signals captured by instruments will be analyzed and results, not only features 
obtained directly from the signals but also the aforementioned more sophisticated feature 
detections, is given to medical professionals as well as patients in the scale of seconds or even 
milliseconds. Due to this feature, real-time monitoring could be a continuously progressing field 
of study that is extremely valuable to the healthcare system. For instance, In the past decades, 
multiple novel algorithms or optimizations of existing ones were reported to achieve automatic 
change detection with a shorter runtime or higher accuracy. [5, 6] 

Another exceptionally popular advancement is cloud-computing. With the upsurge of cloud 
applications, telemedicine, as a yet to be exploited concept, is revealing its true potential. 
Telemedicine previously was simply providing healthcare solutions without the patients’ 
traveling and waiting to see a doctor. But now, with the help of cloud-computing, collecting data 
and constructing databases for researchers and health workers are easier than ever. This is 
more like a revolution in infrastructure of the healthcare system rather than simply an 
innovation in technologies. The abundant data that was collected through cloud-application 
and telemedicine have huge influence on research and education. Utilizing signal processing 
techniques and algorithms, healthcare researchers and instructors will be able to benefit from 
the data in the most efficient manner. For example, Xia and his co-workers [7] developed a 
cloud-based system for real time ECG monitoring and analysis. With the sufficient computing 
power acquired from cloud-services, clients can have their ECG collected by mobile devices and 
then monitored and analyzed by the powerful cloud-computing system, which originally could 
only be accomplished in a clinic/hospital with the help of medical devices and well-trained 
healthcare workers. Again, signal processing plays a crucial role in this process. To enhance the 
signal quality, filtering processes including low-pass filter and moving average filter are applied 
to the signal captured by mobile devices to remove artifacts. Additionally, multiple feature 
extraction algorithms, such as wavelet transform, neural networks, time-frequency 
decomposition methods, etc., are also employed by the cloud-computing system to help analyze 
the improved ECG signal and provide significant information to aid the doctors or even give 
feedback directly to patients. Thus, real time ECG monitoring and analysis is accomplished with 
the only requirement being mobile devices or web browsers.  

The advancements on image processing are mostly on faster processing time and better image 
quality. Concurrent with the increase of computing power, the processing time went from 
dozens of hours when CT was just invented to seconds or even less than a second. The quality 
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of the images is also constantly improving with advancement in hardware as well as processing 
algorithms. A newly born technique of optical molecular imaging is capable of visualizing 
human body tissues and quantitatively measuring metrics of interest, such as particle 
concentrations, enzymic activities, etc., at molecular level yet without the need of any invasive 
procedures [8]. Furthermore, with the help of artificial intelligence technologies, more complex 
image data can be processed to produce images in more detail and even in higher 
dimensions(3D) [9].  

3. Future trends 

Thanks to the rapid improvements of microprocessors and computer science theories, digital 
signal processing application in the healthcare related fields will inevitably be advancing 
spectacularly in the upcoming decades. One of the advancements will be the modernization of 
medical devices, more specifically, consumer-grade medical devices. The trend of 
modernization is aiming for more integrated and convenient devices that are capable of 
capturing and analyzing multiple biometric signals with acceptable quality and then, with the 
help of existing detection techniques and cloud-applications. Obstacles exist in renovating the 
devices. Integrating multiple sensors or other signal capturing peripherals seems nothing 
challenging, just like integrating several chips using a motherboard or even simply circuits. In 
the business world, however, these sensors are manufactured under different patents that are 
properties of different companies. The data is obtained, transmitted, and stored by different 
means and under individual protocols which, by financial reasons, are guarded. Consequently, 
building an integrated, exquisite, and preferably not overpriced biosensor is hindered by the 
contrasting standards and protocols of sensors. Yet business efforts have explored to overcome 
the challenge. The BioSig project [10], for example, is an open-source library that provides 
solutions for processing biomedical signals. The project constructed a framework that sets 
universal standards for different bio-signals.  

Thanks to application of artificial intelligence along with the explosive growth of data and 
computing power in the 21st century, more advanced biomedical signal processing has been 
made possible. With more venture capitals pouring into the field, more research and industrial 
investment have been actively generated accompanying with AI in both biomedical signal 
processing and biomedical imaging, the medical imaging field sees a new booming in the 
foreseeable future. 

4. Conclusion 

Signal processing is and will always be a useful tool in healthcare fields. Both biomedical signal 
processing and imaging contribute to multiple perspectives in helping researchers and medical 
professions. With that being said, there is still more work to be done and problems to be solved 
so that we can use signal processing to bring more advancements on the healthcare fields. 
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